
COVID-19 A “NOVEL” APPROACH TO PANDEMIC 
Compare these long-established and logical pandemic procedures with how


 the officials we trust have dealt with COVID-19. How do you account for the difference?   
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PANDEMIC MEASURES vs COVID-19 MEASURES

Authorities and doctors inform people as information 
comes in, taking care to avoid starting a panic.

Politicians present information in ways that 

highlight the threat, and create a climate of fear.

People judged to be most at risk are identified and 

pre-cautions are taken to isolate and protect them.

The entire population is subjected to extreme 

measures including 70-80% who are at low risk.1

More and more seriously ill people are found 

and affect more and more neighbourhoods.

For many, cases of illness are generally only heard 
about in the media or at second or third hand. 2

Throughout the entire country emergency rooms and 
hospital wards are overcrowded. Staff is on overtime.

At height of COVID surge, there are reports of 
underutilized hospitals, and many empty beds.3

Established pandemic protocols are rigorously followed. 
Accurate statistics, and terminology is critical.

Established protocols are often not followed. 

Counts are unreliable. The term “case” is misused.

Strict tallies are kept of cases and deaths so 
epidemiologists can evaluate the risks of the disease.

The media conflates cases with deaths. Doctors told 

to list deaths by other causes as COVID deaths.4

Statistics show “excess” deaths significantly 

above the normal mortality rates for the period.

Number of deaths overall are not much different 

from normal year-over-year mortality rates.

The suspected pathogen is isolated and studied to 

prove it is the cause of the symptoms of the illness.

No lab or govt anywhere has shown it has isolated a 

virus proven to cause COVID-19 symptoms.5 

If tests used on people confirm their symptoms are 
caused by the pathogen, then they’re called a “case”.

PCR tests misused at high cycles on asymptomatic 
people generate over 90% false positive “cases” 6 

Broad communications are essential with doctors, spe- 
cialists and nurses to create treatment protocols.

Renowned scientists are discredited and 

concerns of front-line doctors are rejected. 7 

As soon as treatments are shown to be effective, it is 
immediately communicated throughout the system.

Successful treatments are ignored and doctors are 
banned from sharing treatment discoveries. 8

Throughout the pandemic the priority is on health not 
profits, and getting people safely back to normal life.

Makers of vaccines dominate media for months 

saying the only way back to normal life is a vaccine.

Clear consistent guidelines are established as soon as 
possible in order to find a cure quickly and efficiently.

Guidelines are inconsistent, illogical and contrary to 
science, and we’re never any closer to the end.

Politicians and health authorities try to minimize 

negative impact on people, businesses and economy.

Right from the start businesses are told to stop 
operating. The economy is deliberately collapsed.

People follow health guidelines confident govt and 

health authorities have their best interests at heart.

People follow guidelines, under fear of social 

pressure, being reported to police, and heavy fines.

People struggle with a health crisis knowing 

they are being helped by government.

People are struggling with the social, psychological 

and economic upheaval caused by government.9 
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